
The EHD9000
Extra Heavy-Duty Door Closer
by BEST

A Closer You Can Count On
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Extra Heavy-Duty — It’s in the Name
If a door closer fails, it can be more than a nuisance. It could be a safety issue, waste 
energy or impact access. It can cause headaches for maintenance, create a less 
secure environment or slam doors shut with too much force. 

The BEST EHD9000 is built to perform in even the highest traffic area and designed 
to be the most reliable, durable and rugged door closer in the industry. The closer is 
purpose built to address issues common in other closers so your building remains 
safe and doors operate as intended. It’s the last closer you’ll ever need. 

Better From the Start
The EHD9000’s single-piece cast iron design is quality you can feel. Expertly 
cast in Germany, it’s sturdy with no seams — unlike competitors who use a 
threaded, two-piece construction with a steel tube — and designed to work 
from day one to decades down the road.

• Rugged reliable single-piece cast iron construction

• Durable design meant to last and perform consistently  
over the years

Many door closers require adjustments before installation. If you forget, 
then finish the install without adjusting, you may have to remove the whole 
closer and do it over again. The EHD9000 makes it easier for you to install 
without worry and maintain long after installation. 

Adjustable size  
1-6+50%

Front-facing spring-size indicator 
and adjustment points are easy to 
read and reach 

You’ll never have to remove the 
closer or door to adjust

Front-facing allen 
head spring power 

adjustment 

Backcheck 
(BC)

Advanced variable 
backcheck (AVB)

Optional delayed 
action (DA) 

180º-70º

LCN 4040XP  
hole pattern

General sweep 
speed 150º-15º

Latch speed  
15º-0º
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Confidence From Day One 
BEST understands the pains of leaky or faulty door closers — and the exhausting process of constantly fixing them.  
That’s why we listened to our partners and maintenance professionals nationwide. Once the EHD9000 is installed,  
you will rarely, if ever, have to revisit it for adjustments, breakage or leaks. Here’s why:

Single-Piece Construction  
The EHD9000 is cast iron and  
made to last. It’s designed for  
reliability, durability and quality  
for years after installation 

Expertly Cast in Germany 
High-quality and rigorously tested 
materials make sure the EHD9000 is 
ready for even the heaviest traffic

Self-regulating valves and our 
proprietary ester oil allow the 
EHD9000 to automatically adjust to 
changes in temperature to maintain 
ideal closing speed, backcheck and 
delayed action settings

Even the EHD9000 cover was built to last. 

You’ve seen coverless door closers. Though we like the look of our design, those in  
your building may not. To reduce the chance of our cover falling off, the EHD9000 has  
dual-clamp attachment points for a strong, secure fit on both ends of the closer.

Everyday Operation  
Without the Adjustments
High traffic and changing temperatures can take a toll 
on closer functionality. BEST designed the EHD9000 
to automatically adjust so you get consistent operation 
open after close after open after close. 

Now, whether the door connects two rooms or 
separates the interior from the outdoors, the EHD9000 
fixes this problem by automatically adjusting itself to 
maintain your ideal operation settings.

Featuring self-regulating valves, the EHD9000 does 
not require frequent tinkering, significantly reducing 
adjustment frequency and maintenance woes while 
ensuring your building is safe and your doors are 
operating as intended.
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Unmatched Versatility
When it comes to finding the right door closer for your building, BEST is closing 
the door on the competition. The EHD9000 allows customization of color, arm, 
and utilities to ensure your doors work and look as intended every day. Featuring 
non-handed design with backcheck and advanced variable backcheck as standard 
functions, the EHD9000 boosts flexibility, so you always have the right closer on 
hand. With one of the largest arm ranges in the market, the EHD9000 offers a 
solution for virtually any application.

Nothing Closes like the
BEST EHD9000



You Can’t Get Better Than BEST
Along with BEST’s other institutional products such as locks and exit devices, the 
EHD9000 expands our portfolio in commercial, healthcare, education  
and government applications and gives you a comprehensive catalog of 
premium products. 

Our door hardware and access solutions are trusted around the world and 
in many applications. We’re always innovating for you, our partners and 
customers, and the EHD9000 is the most recent example of our commitment to 
safe, secure and desirable products.

See how BEST products have been improving safety and finding new ways to 
secure buildings for over 100 years at BESTaccess.com/EHD9000

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
6161 EAST 75TH STREET 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46250 USA

Phone 855-365-2407

BESTaccess.com

For questions about ordering and to be sure you get the right configuration for your needs, contact your BEST dormakaba sales representative. 
6161 East 75th Street, Indianapolis, IN 46250 USA | 855-365-2407 | BESTaccess.com

BEST is a trademark of dormakaba Holding© 2023 All rights reserved. BEST is a member of the dormakaba Group, 
one of the top three providers for access and security solutions, globally
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